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City of Florence 

Actual Mobility Context 

 
Information about the city. 
Florence is the capital city of the Italian region of Tuscany and of the province of Florence. It is the 

most populous city in Tuscany, with about 370.000 inhabitants  

Tourism is, by far, the most important of all industries and most of the Florentine economy relies 

on the money generated by international arrivals and students studying in the city.  

However, Florence is a major production and commercial centre in Italy, where industrial 

complexes in the suburbs produce all sorts of goods, rubber goods, chemicals, and food. 

Traditional and local products, such as antiques, handcrafts, jewelry, shoes, accessories and high 

fashion clothes also dominate a fair sector of Florence economy.  

The city income relies partially on services and commercial and cultural interests, such as annual 

fairs, festivals and fashion shows. Heavy industry and machinery also take their part in providing 

an income. 

Florence and its surroundings are the typical European metropolitan area characterized by a 

strong commuting with about 540,000 city users and about 370'000 residents. 

The City of Florence covers a relatively small area (just over 100 km
2
) compared to a metropolitan 

area that includes 20 surrounding municipalities with about 970,000 residents. The mobility of the 

area is characterized by approximately 690,000 daily movements of which 480,000 in the morning 

. 

 

The characteristic of the mobility. 
The city is located on the North-South axis of Italy, so it is touched by the most relevant 

infrastructural and transport networks. 

The city of Florence is served by two highways: A1 (Milan-Rome) and A11 (Florence-Pisa); two 

freeways: S.G.C. Fi-Pi-Li (Florence-Pisa-Livorno) and an highway link (Florence-Siena); five state 

roads which link the city to Rome, Bologna, Forlì, Faenza and San Marcello Pistoiese.  

The main railway station called “Santa Maria Novella” is located in the centre of the city, but in the 

entire city of Florence it is possible to count more than ten secondary railway stations. Florence 

railway stations are organized in a hierarchical structure and classified according to the 

international, national or urban traffic they receive. 

Finally, Florence International Peretola Airport is north-west located, 5 km far from the city centre. 

 

Urban mobility network. 
Three are the principal accesses to the urban context of the city of Florence: from north and south 

by exiting A1 highway and from west, driving to end of Fi-Pi-Li freeway.  

Urban transport network is organized in a radial structure where local penetration streets are 

linked by bypass avenues (ring roads) with four to six lanes.  

The centre of the city is closed to through-traffic, although buses, taxis and residents with 

appropriate permits are allowed in. This area is commonly referred as ZTL (Zona Traffico Limitato), 

which is divided into three subsections. 
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The principal public local transport network within the city is run by the ATAF & Linea bus 

company, operating with more than 500 buses. The offer of the company is about 90 lines, 

including 10 strong lines covering about 50% of total passenger demand.  

Urban public transport fleet presents several vehicles equipped with alternatives fuelling system. 

In particular,  40% of Ataf & Linea vehicles serving urban public transport demand are powered 

with bio-methane. According with the city strategy in reducing air pollution and with the company 

policy in offering an eco-compatible service, the percentage of alternative fuelling vehicles is 

increasing. 

Due to the high level of air pollution and traffic in the city, an urban tramway network called the 

“Tramvia” is under construction in the city. The first line runs from Scandicci on the Southwest 

bound to the western side of the city, crossing the Arno river at the Cascine park and arrives to the 

main railway station of Santa Maria Novella, moving up to 13 millions of passengers per year.  

Two other lines, linking the principal station with the Careggi Hospital and the Peretola Airport, are 

waiting for the beginning of their construction, in May 2014.  

Tramway vehicles are the principal e-vehicles operating in Florence, 100% ecologic.  

Also urban public transport minibuses, serving the historical centre public demand, are 100% 

ecologic. 

Trenitalia (the first italian railways company) plays an important role in urban public transport 

running trains between the railway stations within the city. There are several important stations, 

Campo Di Marte and Rifredi, linked to Santa Maria Novella that helps the distribution of commuter 

users all around the city of Florence. 

In order to boost public transport, an integrated ticketing policy is currently run by the city of 

Florence. Ticketing integration is developed between the principal buses manager Ataf & Linea, 

including urban and suburban lines (Lotto I, Lotto II, Lotto III), and the “Tramvia” manager Gest. 

Also an extra-urban ticketing integration called “Pegaso” is implemented by the region of Tuscany: 

Pegaso subscription owners are allowed to utilize every kind of transport which links two fixed city 

in Tuscany transport network; the subscription can include public transport within the 

departure/arrival city. 

A car sharing service is active in the city  with several stations located all around the city. Car 

Sharing vehicles are allowed in the ZTL zones.  

The mobility network offered includes about 80 km of bicycle tracks, mainly located in the old 

town centre and around it.  

A bicycle hiring and sharing service is active in the city of Florence and the principal stations are: 

Santa Maria Novella, Campo di Marte, Rifredi, Piazza della Libertà, Piazza della Calza and Piazza di 

Cestello. 

To reduce car use, Park & Ride policies are also implemented by the city of Florence. Several 

parking are located along the principal arterials entering the city centre: parking of Castello, 

Rovezzano and Viale Europa are linked to A1 highway exits; parking of Via del Cavallaccio and San 

Lorenzo a Greve rises around the end of Fi-Pi-Li freeway; other parkings are positioned in Firenze 

Salviati and (in the future) at Villa Costanza which will be linked to the “Tramvia” terminal. 

 

Demand management strategies. 
The old town centre of the city is closed to through-traffic, although buses, taxis and residents 

with appropriate permits are allowed in. This area is commonly referred to the ZTL (Zona Traffico 

Limitato), which is divided into three subsections (A, A+, B). Residents of one subsection, 

therefore, will only be able to drive in their district and perhaps in some surrounding ones. Cars 
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without permits are generally allowed to enter after 7.30 pm, or before 7.30 in the morning. The 

rules shift during the tourist-filled summers reducing the opening time. 

Private cars accesses are controlled by 15 electronic gates located along the perimeter of the city 

centre; public buses accesses are controlled by 9 electronic gates. 

The City presents one large extended pedestrian zone around Piazza Duomo, Piazza Pitti, Via 

Tornabuoni covering around 40 hectares. Traffic restriction is 24 hours active for buses, taxis, cars, 

motorcycles. Freight transport  and residents are allowed only from 6.30 am to 9.30 am. 

Outside the historical centre, the city is divided into 5 zones called ZCS (Zone a Sosta Controllata), 

where car parking is controlled and classified in 5 typologies: 

• Turnover Parking Areas: (blue stripes) payment and unattended stalls for three/four wheels 

vehicles, with validity only in weekdays; in those areas an incremental rate with time is applied 

to encourage a turnover type of parking; 

• Mixed Parking Areas: (blue stripes) payment and unattended stalls for three/four wheels 

vehicles, with validity only in weekdays; in those areas a payment parking is allowed for ZCS 

residents. 

• Resident Parking Areas: (white stripes) are free rate stalls for three/four wheels vehicles which 

belong to ZCS residents, with all week long validity. 

• Free Parking Areas: are free rate stalls for three/four wheels, with all week long validity. 

• Cycles, Motorcycles, Freights Load/Unload, Ambulances, Disabled and Police Parking. 

 

Systems and devices for traffic regulation. 
Traffic regulation principal devices are traffic lights (about 300 devices) located all around the city 

of Florence. Each device is linked to the control network, allowing managers to set several control 

plans during different periods of the day or during particular events. 

Other devices are are a tvcc system network, composed by 115 cameras and a PMV (Variable 

Message Panels) system network, composed by 14 panels. 

Private cars accesses are controlled by 15 electronic gates located in the perimeter of the city 

centre; public buses accesses are controlled by 9 electronic gates. 

Finally, traffic calming and speed reduction policies are implemented: several speed detectors are 

installed all around the city, especially on principal arterials of the transport network. 

 

Main problems related to mobility at the city level. 
The mobility network of the city of Florence represents a very complex system, where an instable 

equilibrium reigns between each mobility character.  

A special feature of the travel demand in the city of Florence is represented by the very high 

number of private cars: the number is greater than this of people travelling by bus and it is three 

times the number of visitors arriving by train. 

Florence is also characterized by a high number of commuters (the internal movements represents 

the 57% only) and a limited use of public transport (the 56% of cars on the city network during the  

morning comes from out of town). 

Given that the road system of the city, with the exception of ring roads, is medieval in the Old 

Town and of the Nineteenth Century in the outer circle road, infrastructures are in great difficulty 

to manage a so strong demand.  

Because of the radial structure of urban transport network, congestion phenomena are strictly 

and directly related to the bypass avenues level of service; a few number of alternatives can area 

vailable to avoid avenue bottlenecks. Those alternatives are frequently represented by radial local 
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streets which are easily inclined to congestion and known only by habitudinal drivers. In this 

context it’s easy to underline the necessity of an implementation of a traffic fluxes monitoring 

system and a well-timed operational centre, giving to users several mobility informations and 

launching appropriate control plans. 

City of Florence, as several other Italian cities in Italy, is subjected to atmospheric pollution due to 

emissions of standard fuelled vehicles: principal pollutants are ozone (O3) in summer periods, 

carbon monoxide (CO) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2) in winter periods. Several regulations give 

concentration spans of the most important pollutants, exceeded those, a reduction measure of 

the Mayor is required. Pollution reduction measures are hierarchy classified, starting from trying 

to shift private users to public transport, arriving to stop circulations in different periods of the 

day. 

Public transport network is actually composed by about 90 lines, including 10 strong lines covering 

about 50% of total passenger demand; quality corridors are presents in the city but they are not 

continuous and directly related to the strong lines. Quality corridors implementing problems are 

related to the absence of space on the roadway, without reducing private transport lanes, and to 

the absence of a high mobility buses priority system. 

Urban goods transport vehicles in the old town centre are admitted only from 6.30 am to 9.30 am 

but no distribution schemes or eco sustainable policies are developed by the city of Florence. 

Moreover no loading-uploading zones and no urban freight distribution centre are presents 

around the old town centre. 

 

The mobility strategy of the city. 
Several eco sustainable policies are going to be developed by the city of Florence, according with 

UTP (Urban Traffic Plan).  Those policies aim for boost sweet modes, like cycling and walking areas 

enlargement, and for promote the use of electrical vehicles, like charging point network 

implementation. 

 

The Administration's response is to empower the local public transport and discourage the use of 

own vehicles. 

The main interventions and investments put in place are: 

� construction of bike paths, the current extention is about 80 km; 

� strengthening the linkage with the construction of tramway; 

� info mobility strengthening . Installation of over 130 information panels and dissemination 

of the service "TempoReale" to know the exact location of the bus; 

� incentive intermodality with the ability to get bikes on tram; 

� increase in park and ride stops near tramway stations; 

� pedestrianization of the historic center. 

 

An Intelligent Transport System called Traffic Supervisor will be soon implemented by the city of 

Florence. Briefly, Traffic Supervisor is composed by a control centre which analyzes disparate  

received data fields from a monitoring system. Operators working in the control centre analyse 

database coming from the monitoring system and, assisted with several simulations generated by 

Traffic Supervisor, are able to decide control traffic plans and information strategies. 

Traffic Supervisor utilizes also data coming from AVM buses and AVM vehicles to estimate 

respectively time of arrivals of public transport and private user travelling time in specific network 

arches; AVM vehicles data are also used on generating traffic control strategies.  
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Finally, Traffic Supervisor reaches users in real time giving them informations about mobility and 

redirecting traffic fluxes in to uncongested arches. Info-mobility system is exercised in two ways: 

with PMV (Variable Message Panels) and smart phones apps. 

Urban goods transport is under study, but no measures are taken yet. The incoming project aim 

for the implementation of an urban distribution centre, the development of distribution scheme 

policies and the creation of loading and uploading zones inside the old town centre. 

Public transport network is going to submit to transformation in next year because of the 

introduction of two additive tramway lines and their construction sites; new public transport 

network will be designed relating to those two lines and new bus high mobility corridors. 

 

 

The state of the city planning tools. 
The city of Florence has already adopted an Urban Traffic Plan and is going to appoint the 

definition of a new plan, which will be developed and adopted during next years; actually, in fact, 

the city of Florence is going to be subjected to many changes regarding mobility, such as the 

construction of two additional tramway lines, which will totally upset the present urban scenario. 

The new plan will also regard the concept of sustainability (SUTP, Sustainable Urban Transport 

Plan), according with the measures indicated by the covenant of mayors. 

 

The city and the covenant of Mayors. 
City of Florence has already joined the Covenant of Mayors in May 2010 and has built a baseline 

review including an emission’s inventory of the actual contest, divided into subcategory and 

classified in according to the economical sector where emissions come from. The baseline review 

has been used to carry out a SEAP (Sustainable Energy Action Plan) in May 2011. 

 

Road Safety Planning. 
Moreover the city of Florence has been active extremely in accident analysis and defining 

intervention for safety improvement. In 2011 the DAVID project was established within which 

detailed accident data are gathered for the urban network. Since 2009 Florence Administration 

has been involved in a strong campaign to increase and protect weak users, as an example a great 

part of the city center has been converted to pedestrian zone and more than 15 km of new cycle 

paths has been constructed. 

 


